
Endogenous Asymmetri Stakes in Litigation:The e�ets of the Mexian Soial SeurityAuthority as Co-DefendantDavid S. Kaplan, Emmanuel Garía-Morales, Joye Sadka, Jorge Luis Silva-MendezSeptember 20111. IntrodutionMexian labor law allows employees that sue their �rms alleging unfair dis-missal to involve the Mexian Soial Seurity Authority (IMSS) as o-defendantunder the laim that the �rm did not register the worker orretly for soial se-urity purposes. This ation by the worker introdues asymmetry between thepayo�s of the two parties to the ase, making the negative payo� to a �rm thatdoes not settle larger in absolute value than the positive payo� to a worker whowins the ase. This paper attempts to study the e�ets of this situation by pro-posing a simple model of litigation and arbitration with endogenous asymmetryin stakes. We derive empirial impliations from the model and test them usingdata from a Mexian labor ourt. Our data is partiularly useful for testing thistype of model beause we observe the amount of money paid to the plainti� inout-of-ourt settlements. The main hypothesis we test is whether introduingasymmetry in the stakes allows workers to inrease their likelihood of settlingout of ourt and of obtaining higher levels of ompensation. The model we pro-pose predits that the greater the possibility of a �rm being a�eted by theasymmetry produed by the inlusion of a o-defendant, the more likely the�rm is going to settle, and the larger the settlement amount. However, whenthe worker deides to involve IMSS as a o-defendant, and for some reason the�rm and the worker go to ourt, the plainti� reeives a lower payo�. These re-sults are borne out in the data. However, the model is too simple to aountfor some important features of the data, spei�ally beause it does not analyzethe deision to drop the ase and does not onsider any asymmetri informationbesides the likelihood of the �rm being immune or not to the threat of a soialseurity inspetion. Evidene from the data shows that workers who involveIMSS in their lawsuit are less likely to drop their ases than workers who do notname a o-defendant. It is also the ase that workers who hoose not to involveIMSS in their lawsuits nevertheless go to ourt with some frequeny, indiatingthat there may be an additional soure of asymmetri information between the1



parties. The rest of the paper proeeds as follows. Setion 2 fouses on the legalenvironment that allows the existene of asymmetries in a lawsuit due to the�gure of a o-defendant, and its onnetion to existing literature on asymmetryof stakes. Setion 3 desribes the data and setion 4 presents a litigation modelin whih workers hoose to name IMSS as o-defendant or not, and then pro-eed to either settle with the �rm or go to ourt. Setion 5 tests the model'spreditions about the e�et of asymmetry in the stakes of the litigation game.Setion 6 onludes and disusses future work.2. The legal environment and asymmetri stakesA worker may deide to sue her �rm for several reasons, suh as unfair dis-missal, reinstatment, or demands for fringe bene�ts. To initiate the suit, theworker must �le an initial letter of demand (esrito iniial de demanda) at thelabor oniliation and arbitration board (Junta de Coniliaión y Arbitraje)with jurisdition over her ompany's geographial loation. This letter has foursetions: the demands, alleged fats, proof, and legal basis. In the �rst setion,the worker presents her laims. Most of these are omputable in monetary terms(with the notable exeption of re-instatement). In the seond setion, the workerstates fats about her job, salary, tenure, and other job harateristis and on-ditions, usually inluding a desription of the events surrounding her being �redby the �rm. The proofs setion inludes evidene to support the fats, while thelast setion ites the artiles of Mexian Federal Labor Law (Ley Federal delTrabajo (LFT)) that support the worker's laims. One the suit is initiated,the labor board noti�es the defendant(s). A oniliation hearing is sheduled,at whih a ourt lerk seeks to reah an out-of-ourt settlement between theparties. At any time before or after this hearing, up to the date the labor boardissues a deision, the parties an ome to a settlement that ends the ase. Ho-wever, any settlement is not legally binding unless it is registered at the laborboard, and this inludes revealing all aspets of the settlement as well as ex-hanging the settlement amount under the board's supervision. If the partiesdo not reah a settlement, the labor board (onsisting of a judge and two laymagistrates) deides the ase and hooses the amount of ompensation the �rmmust pay to the worker. Whether a ase is dropped, settled, or deided by thelabor board, eah party pays its own litigation osts.2.1. IMSS as Co-DefendantAlthough aording to Mexian Federal Labor Law, all workers should havesoial seurity bene�ts suh as retirement pensions, health servies, and insu-rane against work-related injuries, sometimes the worker laks these bene�tseither beause she is never registered at IMSS, or beause the �rm under-reportsher wage or tenure. These situations have a negative impat on the welfare of2



the worker, for example: in ase of no bene�ts. the worker has no medial in-surane, and in ase of irregularities the worker will reeive a smaller pensionwhen she retires. If the worker laims she was not registered at IMSS or wasregistered with some irregularity, she an name IMSS as a o-defendant, de�nedas �a person or entity that an be a�eted by any resolution or pronounementin a on�it, and may therefore be involved in the on�it and their presenerequired by the authority�.1 The worker an introdue the o-defendant in herinitial letter of demand or at any pre-ourt hearing. If the worker hooses to na-me IMSS as o-defendant, the �rm will be noti�ed of this. Should IMSS hooseto answer the lawsuit formally, it makes a statement about whether or not theworker's laim of irregularities is true. Aording to soial seurity law in Mexi-o (), when IMSS �nds unregistered workers or other irregularities, it an punishthe �rm with bak-payments or �nes depending on the type of mis-reporting.For instane in ase of wage under-reporting, the �rm must pay the labor-taxdi�erene between the reported and true wages as well as a 5% �ne. In ase ofno registration, the �rm would have to make all the relevant bak-payments aswell as a penalty that varies between 40% and 100% depending on the numberof unregistered workers the �rm has and the number of times the �rm has beenaught mis-reporting. IMSS may also hoose to inspet the �rm's reords andpremises, and if it �nds other workers who were not duly registered, it an applythe same bak-payments and �nes to the �rm. 2 It is important to note thatall these penalties an only be implemented by IMSS; the loal Labor Board(and labor ourts in general) has no jurisditional authority other than to no-tify IMSS and formally require its presene in the lawsuit. Should IMSS ignorethe ourt summons, while theoretially the ourt ould issue new summons, werarely observe additional summons. When IMSS is named, whether or not itsends an o�ial response to the ourt or sends a representative to the ourthearings related to the ase, the judge generally states that his deision �doesnot touh� the worker's rights to pursue her soial seurity rights by followingan administrative proedure within IMSS.Having a o-defendant introdues an additional �xed ost (time and money)for the worker beause IMSS must be noti�ed along with the prinipal defen-dant, and this noti�ation must be arried out before the worker knows if IMSSwill respond, whether formally as part of the lawsuit or informally by diretlyontating or inspeting the �rm. Administrative reords from IMSS indiatethat in 2003 the soial seurity administration was involved in 168,623 ases,lawsuits or administrative proesses, of whih 115,617 were labor lawsuits, and85.6% of these ases were omplaints of workers like those desribed above3.1Artile 690 of the LFT.2Artiles 25, 185, and 304 of the LFT.3IMSS Annual Report (2003) 3



2.2. Asymmetri StakesAs disussed above, introduing the IMSS as a o-defendant has the e�etof making the stakes between the worker and the �rm asymmetri, and thisobviously has e�ets over the development of the litigation game between theparties. Previous literature has dealt with asymmetri stakes and establishedgeneral impliations whih we review here. Bebhuk (1984) develops a litigationmodel with asymmetri information over the probability of winning in ourt.Bebhuk's game onsists of two stages. In the �rst the worker makes an o�er,and in the seond the �rm must deide whether to aept the o�er or rejetit and go to ourt. In this model the worker knows the distribution of theprobability of winning in ourt, and with this information she has to make ano�er to maximize her utility onsidering both senarios, reahing a settlementor going to a trial. In the perfet Bayesian equilibrium of this game, higherlitigation osts derease the propensity of going to ourt.Priest and Klein (1984) argue that asymmetri stakes in a litigation modelallow for larger errors in the parties' preditions of their probability of winningat trial. This results in a larger proportion of trials than optimal, in whihthe party a�eted by the asymmetry tends to lose more often. The di�erenebetween this model Bebhuk's is that information is inomplete but symmetrifor the parties. In this model both agents, the worker and the employer, observea private signal of the real value of a ase. When the estimates of both partiesare far from the deision rule that establishes the �winner� aording to the law,going to trial is less attrative and they reah a settlement more often. On theontrary, when the estimates of both parties are very lose to the deision rulethey are more likely to go to trial. This logi results in the �fty perent rule,whih states that litigated ases with true and estimated values very lose to thedeision rule go to ourt and around one half of these trials are won by eah side.In order to measure the e�et of asymmetri stakes over the �fty perent rule,Priest and Klein study lawsuits between retailers and mahine manufaturersand onluded that stakes asymmetry produed a lower win rate in ourt forparties adversely a�eted by the asymmetry.Waldfogel (1995) tests Priest and Klein's seletion hypothesis. He performsa strutural estimation of their model, taking as given the level of asymmetry,to measure its e�et over the deviation from the 50 perent rule. His resultson�rm Priest and Klein's seletion hypothesis as well as their onlusions aboutthe e�ets of payo� asymmetry. Other work suh as that of Maro (2006) showsthat in the ase of patent disputes, asymmetri stakes are irrelevant to thedeviation of the 50% rule due to the possibility of out of ourt bargaining. Allprevious models and researh take the asymmetry of stakes as a given, whereasthe framework of Mexian labor law suggests a game in whih one of the parties(the worker/plainti�) deides whether or not to introdue asymmetry in thestakes of a ase. Using as a starting point the bargaining models proposed by4



Rubinstein (1982) and Bebhuk, we set up a model that makes asymmetry ofstakes an endogenous deision in a litigation environment.3. The DataThe data used in this paper ome from ase�les of labor lawsuits �led at theJunta de Coniliaión y Arbitraje del Valle Cuatitlán-Texoo (JLCAVCT)4during2002. From these �les we obtained information about the worker's laim, whet-her the lawsuit ended up being dropped, settled, or going to ourt, the �nalompensation obtained by the worker, and worker-job harateristis suh asgender, age, wage, tenure, alleged �ring ause, managerial/non-managerial post,and others. To alulate the amount at stake in the ase, we use the amountlaimed by the worker when this is made lear in the lawsuit, and when it isunlear we use formulas derived from the LFT to quantify laims made by theworker.Only ases presented by individual workers were studied; laims whih jointhe demands of more than one worker, inluding olletive laims made byunions, are not studied in this paper. We also restrit our analysis to laimsinvolving �ring. After these exlusions, 2836 ase �les were studied and of these,only �ve perent involved IMSS as o-defendant. 69.4% of all ases reahed asettlement, 13.3% went to ourt, and the rest were dropped. The average �nalreward of ases where IMSS was involved is 28,866 pesos versus 16,398 pesosfor all ases. Table I shows that in general the average �nal ompensation ofworkers who involved IMSS in the lawsuit is greater as ompared with lawsuitsthat had no o-defendant. Similarly, the perentage of ases in whih the workerdropped the ase is greater for those who did not name IMSS.4The JLCAVCT has jurisdition over all labor on�its in a large geographial area withinthe State of Mexio, and whih are not under federal jurisdition due to not being in one ofthe industries onsidered strategi in the Mexian onstitution and therefore to be judged byfederal labor ourts. It is important to note that labor law in Mexio is federal and thereforeboth federal and loal ourts apply the same law. This labor ourt is loated to the northeast ofMexio City, in an area dominated by small to medium sized �rms mainly in the manufaturingsetor. The data were obtained from paper �les in the ourt's arhive under the MexianTranspareny Law.
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Table I. Average �nal reward in pesos pesos, by termination modeAll Settlement Trial DroppedAll 16398.34 17718.17 37032.17 22.21%[63297.85℄ [47453.41℄ [135391.7℄obs 2836 1828 378IMSS 28866.71 26979.93 75773.05 17.19%[141145℄ [76462.45℄ [346937℄obs 157 109 21No IMSS 15667.64 17130.89 34753.29 22.5%[55419.87℄ [44959.69℄ [112055.3℄obs 2679 1719 357The possibility of a o-defendant learly produes asymmetries in the payo�sof the two parties involved. This situation may allow the worker to reah asettlement under more favorable terms. Although naming IMSS as o-defendantmay seem to be an attrative option for workers, only a very small proportionof the ases presented to this ourt have a o-defendant, and of these ases notall workers reah a settlement. In the following setion we present a model tohelp understand this situation.4. ModelConsider two players, the worker Π, and the �rm ∆, both risk neutral. Theworker's possible ations are: involving IMSS in the lawsuit or not IMSS,NoIMSS,and making a settlement o�er s ∈ [0,∞) to the �rm. The set of the �rm's pos-sible ations is {settlement, trial} depending on whether the �rm aepts orrejets the worker's o�er s. The sequene of events is as follows:Nature deides the type of �rm, i.e. if∆will be immune or not, {∆I ,∆N} =
Θ, to the involvement of the IMSS in the lawsuit. Only the �rm knowsits type. The probability of the �rm being non-immune to the IMSS,Pr(∆N ) = p, is ommon knowledge. Note that the immunity of lak the-reof of the �rm is the only soure of unertainty in this model.The worker Π has to deide between naming IMSS as o-defendant, witha ost cΠ > 0, or not.One the deision to involve IMSS or not is made, the worker makes asettlement o�er s. 6



If the �rms aepts s the parties settle and the game ends. The workerreeives s and the �rm pays s. If the �rm rejets the o�er they go to ourtand both parties pay a trial ost jΠ, j∆≥ 0.When IMSS is o-defendant and the parties go to a trial, an immune �rmpays w + j∆ > 0, and a non-immune �rm pays A + w + j∆ ≥ 0 where
A > cΠ.When the worker hooses to involve IMSS, regardless of whether or notthe �rm is immune, at trial the worker reeives w − jΠ − cΠ

5In ase of a trial in a ase without IMSS as o-defendant, the workerreeives w − jΠ and the �rm pays w + j∆.The following diagram shows the extensive form of this game:To solve this game we use the onept of Bayesian Nash Equilibrium, in whihthe plainti� plays against two potential �types� of the defendant, the immunetype and the non-immune type. To arrive at the game's solution, onsider thefollowing propositions.Proposition 1: If p < j∆+jΠ+cΠ
j∆+jΠ+A

, ∃ a BNE in whih Πdoes not involve theIMSS and makes an o�er s = w + j∆. Both ∆N and ∆I aept the settlemento�er if s ≤ w + j∆and rejet if s > w + j∆.If the worker deides to name IMSS as o-defendant, she an make twopotential o�ers to the �rm, a high o�er whih only a non-immune �rm willaept, and a low o�er whih both types of �rms will aept. With a largero�er, the worker may end up at trial and will pay litigation osts. Under thesame ondition in proposition 1, even if the worker alls IMSS as o-defendant,she will prefer to make a low o�er; however, in this ase paying the ost ofnotifying IMSS has no bene�ts, and therefore the worker would not all onIMSS in the �rst plae. This leads us to the next proposition.Proposition 2: If p≥ jΠ+j∆+cΠ
jΠ+j∆+A

∃a BNE in whih Π involves the IMSS andmakes an o�er s = A+w+ j∆. ∆N aepts to settle if s ≤ A+w+ j∆ and ∆I

settles only if s ≤ w + j∆This propostion states that if the probability of faing a non immune �rmis high enough, it will be more attrative to the worker to make an o�er thatonsiders the asymmetry generated by the o-defendant. The immune type �rmwill settle only with a small o�er, and will rejet all larger o�ers, resulting in atrial with litigation osts for both parties. Given that the possibility of faing anon immune �rm is high, the worker will prefer to make a larger o�er, in order5The asymmetry is aptured by the parameter A; the greater the punishment IMSS animpose on a �rm, the larger A is. A is onsidered to be independent of the size of the worker'slaim beause it is likely to depend heavily on the number of other unregistered workers the�rm has. 7



to bene�t from the asymmetry in payo�s, and for the same reason the workerwill prefer to name IMSS as o-defendant.4.1. Comparative StatistisThe equilibria desribed above show that the deision rule hosen by theworker depends on the probability of the �rm being immune to IMSS. Givenlitigation osts, the size of the asymmetry, and the ost of having a o-defendant,the worker has a riti value p∗ to ompare with the probability of a �rm beingimmune.In other words, let
p∗ = j∆+jΠ+cΠ

j∆+jΠ+AThen the e�et of the ost of involving IMSS, cΠ, on the riti value p∗is:let cΠ > 0Then the partial derivate respet to cΠ is:
∂p∗

∂cΠ
= 1

j∆+jΠ+A
> 0Therefore, the larger the ost of naming a o-defendant, the higher is theprobability of a non immune �rm whih is needed to reah an equilibriumwith a o-defendant and a larger settlement o�er s = A+ w + j∆The impat of litigation osts of the parties on the riti value p∗is:

jΠ or j∆ > 0

∂p∗

∂jΠ
= A−cΠ

(j∆+jΠ+A)2 = ∂p∗

∂j∆
> 0This implies that the higher litigation osts, regardless of whose osts theyare, the higher is the probability of a non immune �rm whih is neededto reah an equilibrium with a o-defendant and a larger settlement o�er

s = A+ w + j∆The e�et of the asymmetry of stakes on p∗is
∂p∗

∂A
= −(j∆+jΠ+cΠ)

(j∆+jΠ+A)2 < 0The bigger the asymmety of stakes, the more attrative the bene�ts for theworker of involving IMSS as o-defendant. Thus a lower probability of a �rmbeing immune is needed for an equilibrium with an o�er sNI = A+w+ j∆ anda o-defendant. 8



5. Empirial EvideneThe model's impliations are that among workers who reah a settlement,those who deided to involve the IMSS obtain a larger settlement than thosewho do not. Similarly when a worker faes an immune �rm and makes a largesettlement o�er, she goes to ourt and reeives a smaller payo� due to litigationosts. So we would expet that those employees who inlude IMSS in their suitsand later go to ourt reeive smaller payo�s than those who settle or who haveno o-defendant.Suppose that the amount reeived by a worker after the litigation proess isa linear funtion of fators spei� to eah individual
yi = β0 + β1lclaim+ β2female+ β3tenure+ β4settle · codemimss+ β5trial ·

codemimss+ ǫiwhere yi is the logarithm of the �nal amount olleted by the worker afterthe lawsuit6, β0is a onstant, llaim is the logarithm of worker's inital demands,female is a dummy variable that equals to 1 if the worker is a woman, and tenureis the number of years the individual worked for the �rm. Given that the modelpredits ontrary e�ets of o-defendant presene, depending on whether thelawsuit ends as a settlement or a trial, we use as interative terms as regressors.These are settle.odemimss, a dummy equal to 1 when the worker involves theIMSS and the parties reah a settlement, zero otherwise, and trial.odemimss,a dummy that equals to 1 when both parties go to ourt and the IMSS wasa o-defendant, zero otherwise.7 Finally,ǫi is an individual measure error ha-rateristi of every worker. In the error term we onsider non-observable e�etslike the attitude of the judge towards spei� ases. Given that ases are as-signed randomly to judges, this error should have no relation with the otherexplanatory variables.The ability of the lawyer is another fator onsidered in the error term, whihis related to the amount requested by the worker, beause a more experienedor better lawyer might have a better understanding of the law and thereforeould ask for more (or less) ompensation in the initial demand. For this reasonand in order to avoid inonsistent parameter estimates, we will instrument forthe logarithm of the worker's laim by using the logarithm of the minimumlegal laim.8For the following statistial work those observations in whih the6Logarithms were normalized to zero when the �nal award was zero7Codemimss is a dummy equal to 1 every time the IMSS was named as o-defendant.Settlement is a dummy that takes the value of 1 if the termination mode is a settlement,similarly for the dummy Trial.8We ompute the �minimum legal laim� using fats that are easily veri�able suh as workersalary and tenure. All elements of the laim that are di�ult to verify suh as unpaid fringebene�ts or unpaid overtime are exluded from this measure. The lawyer's strategy or abilityshould have a muh larger impat on the elements of the laim that are exluded from thismeasure. 9



worker deided to drop the ase were eliminated, beause the model onsidersonly ases in whih the parties reahed a settlement or went to ourtTable II. Estimators for llaim ontrolling by number of appeareanesOLSAll ≥ 2 ≥ 3 ≥ 4lminlaim 0.945*** 0.959*** 0.945*** 0.934***(0.017) (0.019) (0.021) (0.023)female -0.012* -0.010* -0.010* -0.047(0.007) (0.005) (0.006) (0.032)tenure 0.025*** 0.023*** 0.023*** 0.024***(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)odem_imss 0.156*** 0.131*** 0.103* 0.110*(0.037) (0.048) (0.054) (0.058)_ons 0.998*** 0.861*** 1.006*** 1.115***(0.170) (0.184) (0.202) (0.227)obs 4934 2579 1910 1546
R2 .713 .755 .740 .743StandarD Deviations in parenthesis, Heteroskedastiity allowedfor OLS, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 , p is the p valueThe use of the instrument desribed above is justi�ed by the results of TableI, whih estimates, through OLS, the log laim as a linear funtion of log ofminimum laim, tenure, gender and whether the worker involved IMSS or not.The results are the following: On average, when the minimum laim inreases by1%, the worker's initial laim inreases by 0.94%, everything else onstant. Theresults show also that on average women make demands that are 10% smaller inomparison to men's. The most important result, whih justi�es the use of thisinstrument, is that the model explains 67% of the total variane in the data.A very interesting fat highlighted by this regression is that workers whodeide have a o-defendant demand on average 19.2% more than workers whodo not. Reall that the model showed that one the worker deided to involveIMSS, he should make a higher o�er. Otherwise he would do better by makinga lower o�er without mentioning IMSS.
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Tabla III. Regressor of log �nal rewardllaim lminlaimOLS TOBIT OLS TOBIT IVllaim -0.371*** -0.521*** 0.508***(0.088) (0.081) (0.099)lminlaim 0.611*** 0.622***(0.116) (0.128)gen -0.210 -0.246 0.059 0.073 0.061(0.146) (0.174) (0.146) (0.175) (0.152)tenure 0.107*** 0.122*** 0.054*** 0.060*** 0.059***(0.016) (0.016) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017)settleimss 1.426*** 1.644*** 1.171*** 1.332*** 1.133***(0.219) (0.380) (0.212) (0.380) (0.215)trialimss -6.366*** -10.291*** -7.160*** -11.280*** -7.573***(0.609) (1.264) (0.593) (1.259) (0.618)_ons 11.548*** 12.944*** 1.611 1.259 1.910*(0.929) (0.896) (1.106) (1.234) (1.077)obs 2205 2205 2204 2204 2204Standar Deviations in parenthesis, Heteroskedastiity allowedfor OLS, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 , p is the p valueTable III shows regressions for log of �nal reward, using three estimationmethods, OLS, TOBIT, and Instrumental Variables (seond stage of 2SLS),instrumenting log of initial laim using log of minimum legal laim. The �rsttwo olumns show estimators using log of initial laim, and the next two olumnsshow the same estimators using log of minimum laim. The resulting estimatorsare similar and in most ases signi�ant.The last olumn using IV estimators shows that on average, an inrease inthe log laim of 1% inreases the �nal ompensation reeived by the workerby 0.5%. A 1% inrease in tenure inreases the �nal reward a 5.9%, while thee�et of the interation term between naming IMSS and settling is around 113%(approximately 7,233 more pesos). On the other hand going to ourt one theIMSS was named is assoiated to a derease in the �nal reward of 757% (about2,624 less pesos).The equilibria of the model suggested that, under ertain onditions over theprobability of a �rm being immune, have the IMSS as o-defendant and makinga large settlement o�er maximizes the expeted utility of the worker. However,11



when the sued �rm is atually immune, a high settlement o�er will be rejetedand the amount reeived by the plainti� in ourt will be smaller due to litigationosts. Using the interative e�et of IMSS and going to ourt, the data showevidene to support the hypothesis that workers who involve the soial seurityadministration and go to ourt generally do worse. On the other hand thereis strong evidene showing that workers who settle one IMSS is involved dobetter, as predited by the model.Table IV. Logit Termination modeSettlement Trial DroppedDI DE DI DE DIllaim -0.032 -0.059** 0.055** 0.059** -0.000(0.021) (0.029) (0.028) (0.029) (0.024)gen -0.008 -0.036 0.044** 0.036 -0.084(0.026) (0.022) (0.022) (0.022) (0.065)tenure -0.000 0.000 -0.001 -0.000 0.001***(0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)odem_imss 0.243** 0.126 -0.037 -0.126 -0.298**(0.118) (0.160) (0.156) (0.160) (0.141)_ons 0.708*** 1.922*** -2.223*** -1.922*** -1.094***(0.218) (0.300) (0.286) (0.300) (0.254)obs 5486 4150 5486 4150 5486Standard Deviations in parenthesis, Heteroskedastiity allowedfor OLS, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 , p is the p valueTable III shows logit regressions for termination mode, given harateristisof the observed ases. The results are onsistent with those of Kaplan, et. al.(2008). Estimates with the llaim label were obtained using llaim as an ex-planatory variable, while the olumns under the title lminlaim are regressionsusing log of minimum legal laim instead of log of laim; the results are thefollowing: For the average individual, a marginal inrease in the initial demanddereases the probability of settlement by 4.3%, ontrolling for log laim, butwhen ontrolling for log minimum laim this probability dereases by only 1.5%.Similarly for the average worker a 1% in tenure raises the probability of settle-ment by 2.5%, and the presene of IMSS as o-defendant inreases that sameprobability by 10.9%, both results ontrolling for log laim. For those asesthat went to ourt, a small inrease in the initial amount requested by the ave-rage worker, everything else onstant, inreases the likelihood of settling by 6%12



(ontrolling for log min laim the e�et is only 2.6%). Another result is that amarginal inrease in the number of years worked inreases the probability of asettlement 0.1%. The e�et of naming IMSS as a o-defendant is statistiallysigni�ant in inreasing the likelihood of a settlement. For dropped ases theresults of both regressions yield the following results: for the average individualof the population, aeteris paribus, a small inrease in the worker's initial o�erinreases the likelihood dropping by 2.4% (the e�et of an inrease in the mi-nimum legal laim is 2.6%); on the other hand, a marginal inrease in tenuredereases the probability of dropping the ase by 1.4%. The same probabilitydereases 6.1 perent if IMSS is involved, in both regressions. Aording to themodel, a deisive fator for a worker to hoose the best strategy to follow in thelawsuit is the probability of the �rm being non-immune to possible ations takenby IMSS. The equilibrium desribed above implies that when this probabilityis low, workers prefer not to involve IMSS and reah settlement with smallerrewards. Whereas when the plainti� believes that this probability is high, sheprefers to join the soial seurity administration to the lawsuit and make a largersettlement o�er, so in ase of settlement she reeives more ompensation. Wean assume that the plainti� knows the onditions under whih she used to workfor the defendant, spei�ally those related to soial seurity bene�ts. However,the worker does not neessarily know whether other employees of the �rm wereduly and regularly registered. Also, the worker may not know the relationshipbetween the �rm and the soial seurity authority. For empirial purposes wewould like to have a measure of the probability of a �rm being immune to IMSS'ations, but suh data does not exist. However, we believe larger �rms are lesslikely to be immune to IMSS ations (IMSS is more likely to mandate an ins-petion of a relatively large �rm that is aused in a lawsuit of not registeringits workers orretly). As a proxy of �rm size, we use the number of times a �rmappears in our database, sine larger ompanies dismiss more workers and aretherefore sued more often. Table V presents the results of regressions of the logof �nal payment using IV, taking into aount the number of times a �rm wassued in 2002 at the JCAVCT. The average number of times a ompany appearsin the reord is 3.77. Four subsamples were onsidered to measure the impat ofthe o-defendant on the ompensation reeived by a worker at the end of a law-suit: �rms with at least two, three, four, and �ve appearanes in the data. Theresults of the regressions are as follows: the oe�ient of log laim lies between0.401, and 0.281. This means that on average, if the laim of a worker inreasesby one perent the �nal payment she reeives inreases by 0.40% for workerswho sued ompanies with at least 2 appearanes, at signi�ane level of 99%,0.29% for ompanies with at least 3 appearanes, and 0.32% for �rms sued atleast four times in 2002, both estimators with a signi�ane level of 90%. Theresults for the e�ets of tenure range from a 10.4 to a 11.5 perent, raising the�nal reward of workers by 10.4%, 10.9%, 11.1% and 11.5% for ompanies withat least 2, 3, 4 and 5 appearanes respetively.13



Table V: lreward by number of appearanesOLS IV OLS IV OLS IV OLS IV
≥2 ≥3 ≥4 ≥5llaim 0.527*** 0.674*** 0.490*** 0.714*** 0.467*** 0.684*** 0.467*** 0.837***(0.059) (0.090) (0.070) (0.110) (0.078) (0.130) (0.078) (0.169)gen -0.131*** -0.108*** -0.131*** -0.107*** -0.214 -0.064 -0.214 0.061(0.020) (0.017) (0.019) (0.015) (0.191) (0.204) (0.191) (0.231)tenure -0.005*** 0.050*** -0.005*** 0.052*** -0.007*** 0.059*** -0.007*** 0.050*(0.002) (0.014) (0.002) (0.017) (0.002) (0.019) (0.002) (0.026)setimss 0.833*** 1.071*** 0.719*** 1.042*** 0.934*** 1.330*** 0.934*** 1.347***(0.215) (0.209) (0.270) (0.247) (0.269) (0.226) (0.269) (0.275)trimss -6.577*** -6.411*** -6.460*** -6.251*** -6.936*** -6.675*** -6.936*** -6.444***(0.582) (0.522) (0.652) (0.569) (0.582) (0.459) (0.582) (0.462)_ons 2.472*** 0.640 2.861*** 0.197 3.129*** 0.445 3.129*** -1.227(0.601) (0.908) (0.719) (1.118) (0.804) (1.331) (0.804) (1.720)obs 2007 1495 1228 965StandarD Deviations in parenthesis, Heteroskedastiity allowedfor OLS, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 , p is the p valueThe e�et on �nal ompensation of involving IMSS when the parties reah asettlement is, on average, 93.3%, 162.9%, 156% and 170.7% higher omparedto those workers that do not involve IMSS or whose termination mode is nota settlement. In monetary terms the e�et is $5,814.47, $12,559.48, $11.852.64and $11,022.36 pesos of additional �nal ompensation, for ompanies with atleast 2, 3, 4 and 5 appearanes in the database. In ases in whih the partiesgo to ourt one the o-defendant got involved, on average workers reeive re-wards 7.02, 6.30, 5.85 and 5.57 times lower than those workers who don't go toourt or who don't have IMSS as o-defendant; in monetary terms, this implied$2,728.22, $2,617.03, $2,604.13 and $2,066.28 pesos less of �nal ompensation,for ompanies with at least 2, 3, 4 and 5 appearanes respetively. One wouldexpet that ompanies whose probability of being a�eted by IMSS is very lar-ge would reah an agreement more quikly, to avoid the proess lasting longenough for them to be inspeted by the o-defendant. Table VI shows the e�etof IMSS' presene on the length of the whole legal proess, measured in years,ontrolling by gender, log laim, and tenure. We ontrol for the �rm's number ofappearanes in the data and distinguish between the e�et of the o-defendant14



in two ategories, separating between interative e�ets with the mode of ter-mination (IE) and total e�ets (TE) that measure the e�et of IMSS' presenein the lawuist regardless of the mode of termination.The results show that on average, a marginal inrease in the worker's initiallaim inreases the duration of the legal proess between 0.54 and 1.35 yearsfor ompanies with at least one (0.54), two (0.82), three (1.19) and four (1.35)appearanes, these results are obtained when ontrolling for interative e�ets,while ontrolling for the overall e�et of involving the IMSS, the same hangein worker's laim has an e�et on the duration of 0.56, 0.82, 1.20 and 1.35additional years.An interesting result is that on average the lawsuits �led by women lastbetween 61.14 and 55.43 more days for ompanies with at least two and th-ree appearanes respetively, and ontrolling for interative e�ets. Controllingfor the total e�et of IMSS' presene, lawsuits �led by women last on averagebetween 59.55 and 53.47 more days than men's lawsuits.
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Table VI. Duration of the lawsuit given number of appearanes Instrumental Variables
≥1 ≥2 ≥3 ≥4IE TE IE TE IE TE IE TEllaim 0.105*** 0.103*** 0.086*** 0.083*** 0.087*** 0.084** 0.095** 0.091**(0.023) (0.023) (0.027) (0.027) (0.033) (0.033) (0.041) (0.040)gen 0.031*** 0.031*** 0.041*** 0.041*** 0.038*** 0.038*** -0.005 -0.005(0.010) (0.010) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.065) (0.065)tenure -0.004 -0.004 -0.002 -0.002 -0.003 -0.003 -0.004 -0.004(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006)setimss -0.212*** -0.162** -0.297*** -0.382***(0.055) (0.067) (0.057) (0.058)trimss 0.929*** 0.518*** 0.424** 0.046(0.200) (0.184) (0.197) (0.085)odeimss 0.002 -0.031 -0.130* -0.280***(0.066) (0.069) (0.070) (0.056)_ons -0.170 -0.147 -0.030 -0.001 -0.051 -0.012 -0.082 -0.039(0.226) (0.226) (0.268) (0.267) (0.333) (0.333) (0.405) (0.401)obs 3742 2009 1496 1228Standar Deviations in parenthesis, Heteroskedastiity allowedfor OLS, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 , p is the p value

HavingIMSSaso-defendantwhenthepartiesreahasettlementhasane-
gativeimpatonthelawsuitlength,howeverthisresultisonlysigni�antfor
�rmswithatleasttwoappearanes,resultinginlawsuits54.60daysshorterthan
thoseasesthatdonotreahanagreementandthatdidn'tinvolvethesoial
seurityauthority.Whenlookingatthetotale�etofhavingao-defendanton
thedurationoftheproess,thisturnsouttobepositiveonlywhenonsidering
thewholesample,whilethetotale�etisnegativeforlawsuitsagainstompa-
nieswithmorethantwoappearanes(althoughthisresultisnotstatistially
signi�ant).
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Estimators that measure the e�et of having IMSS as o-defendant wheneverthe parties deide to go to ourt imply that, on average, the lawsuit's length isbetween 302.40 and 520.18 days longer, in omparison with those ases wherethe worker does not involve IMSS or settles. These results are signi�ant for theentire sample as well as for ompanies with at least two appearanes. For therest of ases the estimates are positive but not signi�ant. This situation maybe explained by the fat that small �rms or high quality �rms know they arenot attrative for IMSS inspetions, so that the asymmetry of stakes introduedby the worker is not a real threat, therefore the �rm has few inentives to �nishthe proess quikly. It may also be the ase that inorretly guessing the �rm'slikelihood of being immune is orrelated with inorretly guessing the value ofone's lawsuit, so that workers who use the threat of a o-defendant unsuessfullyalso tend to have overall lower quality ases.ConlusionThe possibility of involving the IMSS as a o-defendant in a labor lawsuit is abargaining tool for workers. For the defendants the possibility of the IMSS takinglegal or administrative ation against them, like payment of �nes or penalties,introdues asymmetries in the bargaining stakes between the parties, making the�rm's stake larger while keeping onstant the stake of the worker. Intuitively,the possibility of being punished by the IMSS motivates some defendants toreah settlements more quikly in order to avoid noti�ation of the o-defendant,although reahing a faster settlement will require giving more ompensation tothe worker.The model presented in this paper, while simple, is suessful in explainingsome of the key results from the data. For example, the e�et over the �nalaward when a worker reahes a settlement and the IMSS is a o-defendant is onaverage $7.233 more �nal ompensation as ompared with those workers whodo not reah an agreement or who do not Involve the IMSS. Similarly when theInstitute �gures as o-defendant and for some reason the parties reah the ourt,the worker gets on average $2.624 pesos less than those workers who either donot reah a trial or do not involve the Soial Seurity Institute. Some of themost robust results of the statistial work are that one IMSS is involved, thepossibility of reahing an agreement inreases by ten perent, for the averageindividual of the sample, and similarly the presene of the o-defendant reduesthe propensity of dropping by six perent. Other important results are those inTables V and VII, that show that workers who sue �rms listed in the databasemore than twie, in ase of reahing a settlement obtain, on average, between$5,814.47, and $12,559.48 more when the IMSS is a o-defendant, than thoseemployees who do not reah an agreement or do not involve the IMSS, everything17



else onstant. Similarly workers who go to ourt when the IMSS is involved, onaverage, reeive rewards signi�antly lower (between $2,728.22 and $2,604.13less) than those workers who do not have a o-defendant or who do not reahthe ourt. The model's main drawbak stems from the fat that it assumes onlyone dimension of unertainty, about the immunity of the �rm to IMSS ations,or lak thereof. The model thus ignores the basi unertainty about the valueof one's ase, whih in the Bebhuk setup results in some plainti�s going toourt. In this paper's model, with a low enough probability of the �rm beingnon-immune to IMSS, the worker should not name a o-defendant, and shouldalso make a settlement o�er low enough that any �rm would aept it. Hene,in suh situations we would not observe workers and �rms going to ourt. Inthe data, this is simply not true, as many of the ases in whih the IMSS is noto-defendant DO end up in ourt. In order to make the orret preditions aboutthese ases, the model needs to be extended to allow for another dimension ofunertainty. The seond weakness of this model is that it does not deal withdropped ases, and the empirial evidene suggests that dropping the ase andnaming IMSS as o-defendant are jointly determined to a ertain extent. Bothof these weaknesses an be remedied and will be the subjet of future work.However, despite its limitations, the model's main impliations prove to be truein the data, and serve as a test of the impliations of endgenous asymmetry ofstakes in bargaining models with asymmetri information.Appendix 1: Bayesian Nash EquilibriumProposition 1: If p < j∆+jΠ+cΠ
j∆+jΠ+A

, ∃ a BNE in whih Π does not involve theIMSS and make an o�er s = w+ j∆. ∆N aepts if s ≤ w+ j∆ and ∆I aeptsif s ≤ w + j∆Proof: Suppose that the �rm, whatever its type, has to hoose between
settle or going to a trial at the information set in whih the worker has involvedthe IMSS and made an o�er sNon Immune �rm ∆N ompares both ations

u∆N
(settle, IMSS) = −sand

u∆N
(trial, IMSS) = −A− w − j∆If s ≤ A+ w + j∆ then

u∆N
(settle, IMSS) ≥ u∆N

(trial, IMSS)the �rm would prefer a settlement over a trial.Similarly for the immune �rm ∆I . 18



u∆I
(settle, IMSS) = −sand

u∆I
(trial, IMSS) = −w − j∆If s ≤ w + j∆then

u∆I
(settle, IMSS) ≥ u∆I

(trial, IMSS).This is a deision rule σ∆, that maximizes utility for both types of �rms
∆NI,∆I for any worker's o�er sThe worker knows this deision rule and he will onsider it to deide whato�er to make to the �rm. Worker's utility is stritly inreasing in s, thereforethe worker would ask for the largest possible amount to maximize his utilitylet ŝ be the maximum amount a non immune �rm ∆NI is willing to aeptto settle and let s be the worker's o�erIf s > ŝThe �rm will hoose trial but given that jΠ, j∆ ≥ 0 then:

uΠ(s, trial) < uΠ(ŝ, settle)

A+ αw − jΠ − cΠ < A+ w + j∆ − cΠ

0 < j∆ + jΠSo the worker would prefer ŝ over sIf s < ŝThe �rm will hoose settle but learly
uΠ(s, settle) < uΠ(ŝ, settle)So the worker would hoose ŝ instead of sSimilarly if the worker is faing an immune �rm ∆IHene, the worker has two possible best responses, one for eah type of �rm.For a non immune �rm
sNI = A+ w + j∆For an immune �rm

sI = w + j∆19



The worker know that sNI will be aepeted only by a non immune �rm
∆N , meanwhile sI will be aepted by both types of �rms ∆I ,∆N .The worker Π, one he has IMSS as o-defendant, has to deide whih o�ermake to the �rm. The plainti� will hoose by omparing the expeted utility ofboth possible ations onsidering the probability of the �rm being immune ∆IThe worker will ompare

uΠ(sNI , IMSS, σ∆) = p(A+ w + j∆ − cπ) + (1− p)(w − cΠ − jΠ)and
uΠ(sI , IMSS, σ∆) = w + j∆ − cΠIf it is true that9

p < j∆+jΠ
j∆+jΠ+ATherefore

uΠ(sNI , IMSS, σ∆) < uΠ(sI , IMSS, σ∆)So the worker one he involved the IMSS would prefer to make an o�er
sI = w + j∆and get a payo�

uΠ(sI , IMSS, σ∆) = w + j∆ − cΠSuppose now, we are in the information set in whih the �rm must deidebetween settlement and trial, one the �rm observes the worker has no IMSSas o-defendant and made an o�er s.In this situation both �rms have the same payo� after hoosing an ationindependently of its type
u∆(settle, IMSS) = −sand

u∆(trial, IMSS) = −w − j∆If s ≤ w + j∆ then
u∆(settle, IMSS) ≥ u∆(trial, IMSS)9Appendix 2.. 20



Thus the �rm will prefer a settlement over a trialWith this information the worker's best response is to o�er
sI = w + j∆This o�er will be always aepted, given that the worker deides NoIMSS,When the worker has to hoose between IMSS, andNoIMSS, he will deidethe ation that maximizes his utility given the probability of faing an immune�rm, as well as the strategies that both players would follow, when the IMSS isa o-defendant and when it is notHene the worker will ompare:

uΠ(IMSS, sI , σ∆) = w + j∆ − cΠand
uΠ(NoIMSS, sI , σ∆) = w + j∆sine cΠ ≥ 0,

uΠ(IMSS, sI , σ∆) < uΠ(NoIMSS, sI , σ∆)The worker Π, would prefer NoIMSS and make an o�er s = w + j∆Firms,
∆N y ∆I settle whenever s ≤ w + j∆. q.e.d.Proposition 2: If p≥ jΠ+j∆+cΠ

jΠ+j∆+A
∃ a BNE in whih the worker Π, invlovesthe IMSS and makes an o�er s = A + w + j∆. ∆N prefers a settlement if

s ≤ A+ w + j∆ and ∆I , settles if s ≤ w + j∆Proof : Suppose the �rm must to hoose between a settlement and trial onethe �rm observes the worker involved the IMSS and made an o�er s. Similarlyto Proposition 1, both types of �rmss ∆I y ∆N would prefer a settlement ratherthan going to a trial if:Non immune �rms, ∆N will settle if
s ≤ A+ w + j∆Immune �rms ∆I will settle if
s ≤ w + j∆The worker, knowing the behavior of both types of �rms. will laim

sNI = A+ w + j∆21



for a non immune �rm and
sI = w + j∆for an immune �rm. Being ertain that sNI will be aepted only by nonimmune �rms and that sI will be aepted by both �mrs ∆N y ∆Itherefore, one IMSS was involved, the worker will hoose between sNI and

sI . Sine
p≥ jΠ+j∆+cΠ

jΠ+j∆+Aand given thatcΠ ≥ 0, it follows that
p ≥ j∆+jΠ

j∆+jΠ+Ahene it is true that:
uΠ(sI , IMSS, σ∆) ≤ uΠ(sNI , IMSS, σ∆)So Π would prefer make an o�er sNI = A+ w + j∆If the plainti� hooses NoIMSS his best response is s = w + j∆The worker knows how eah type of �rm would behave when faing any ofhis o�ers, so he have to hoose between IMSS and NoIMSS; to deide he willompare:

uΠ(IMSS, sNI , σ∆) = p(A+ w − cΠ + j∆) + (1− p)(w − cΠ − jΠ)and
uΠ(NoIMSS, s, σ∆) = w + j∆If10

p ≥ j∆+jΠ+cΠ
j∆+jΠ+AIt follows that

uΠ(IMSS, sNI , σ∆) ≥ uΠ(NoIMSS, s, σ∆)Thus,Π hooses to involve the IMSS and make an o�er sNI = A+ a+ j∆.Non immune �rms settle if s ≤ A+w+ j∆, while ∆I settle only if s ≤ w+ j∆.q.e.d.10Appendix 2 22



Appendix 2: Algebra1. Utility of sNI and sI one the IMSS is a o-defendant
uΠ(sNI |IMSS, σ∆) < u(sI |IMSS, σ∆) ⇔

p(A+ w + j∆ − cπ) + (1− p)(w − cΠ − jΠ) < w + j∆ − cΠ ⇔

p(w + j∆ − cΠ) + (1− p)(w − jΠ − cΠ) + pA < w + j∆ − cΠ ⇔

p(j∆ + jΠ +A)− jΠ < j∆ ⇔

p(j∆ + jΠ +A) < j∆ + jΠ ⇔

p < j∆+jΠ
j∆+jΠ+A2. Utility of no o-defendant

uΠ(NoIMSS|sI) ≤ uΠ(IMSS|sNI) ⇔

w + j∆ ≤ p(A+ w − cΠ + j∆) + (1− p)(w − cΠ − jΠ) ⇔

j∆ ≤ p(j∆ + jΠ +A)− cΠ − jΠ ⇔

j∆ + jΠ + cΠ ≤ p(j∆ + jΠ +A) ⇔

j∆+jΠ+cΠ
j∆+jΠ+A
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